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Four Candi ates
On Present Slate
A dark . horse leapt into the heated Student Government Presidential
Thursday, to join three other anticipated presidential and
vice-presidential candidates.
Phil Roberts, a 26-year-old ex-serviceman entered the race, with the
reputed backing of lame-duck
president ~im Stringer and Vice worked extensively last quarter in
President Richard Lancaster. an attempt to disband SG, and
Roberts filed Thursday without .raised quite a furor in the senate.
de.,_claring a vice presidential running Daniels is a transfer student,
mate. Since elections will not be by coming to Tech two years ago from
.
d
.
a military acadErmy.
tic k~4'it a vice presi entia1 runmng
The fourth candidate who had
mat9 is not mandatory.
Frank San try, the present announced his candidacy by
legislative assistant in the Senate, Thursday was Gary Hallman, a
announced his candidacy, along previous college governor. Hallman
with Senator Charles Simpson as his was the first to formally announce
vice presidential running mate. his candidacy, at -an inform~! press
San try was an unsuccessful conference Wednesday morning.
candidate for president last year,
Hallman's:" running mate is the
with his vice presidential running first female to run for one of the
mate, Richard Lancaster, winning two highest offices in SG. She is
the V.P. race.
Patti MacKown, the present
attorney general in SG.
Fred Daniels announced his
The vice president in the FTU SG
candidacy Thursday, with George
(Continued on Page 1 2)
Welch ·as his running mate. Daniels
rac~

1-D Week Varied:
Birth March Today
TRANS-TECH SEAWAYS? - HQW did this ocean
liner get on FTU's campus, and what is it doing there
might well be a few of the questions raised by anyone

who stumbled onto this picture on campus last week.
To learn the answers, see page 3.

New Rules To Govern Colonization

By Duncan Marks
It may be a long wait for some
fraternities on campus before they
are given the go-ahead by the FTU
Administration to be nationally
chartered.
That's the way it looks after
Tuesday's Inter-Fraternity Council
meeting, when Bob Stevens, ATO
representative, reported on the
progress of his proposed charter
criteria for FTU fraternities.
"Things are still tentative," the
blond-haired IFC board member
stated Tuesday. "The advisors
didn't meet formally Monday, but
some of them expressed the desire
to see campus fraternities spend a
one -to -two -ye a r prob at i o nary
period before receiving an
administration-recognized charter."
Stevens was referring to the
advisor of each campus fraternity,
eight in total, who must decide on
Stevens' proposed charter criteria
for the FTU Greeks.
"The administration equates
longevity with quality," he said'. "I
don't think they will go for a
fraternity becoming chartered in
less than two quarters."
Dr. William L. Proctor, advisor to
the IFC, commented Wednesday
that so far some of the members of
the faculty board have been
"generally receptive" to the
proposed charter criteria. "Only
one or two points have been
changed by the board. They favor
setting up criteria for both the
present situation and the future."
Proctor was referring to point
Number One in Stevens' proposal
which reads: "A Fraternity must-be
actively pledged to a national
Fraternity (colony status) for one
(1) full year, or be a FTU local
Fraternity for one (1) full year, and
in addition, attain National colony
status a minimum of one (1)
quarter later, not including summer
quarter."
This point of contention is the
most serious one, for it affects
nearly all established fraternities as
well as the newer ones - and those
who apply to the IFC for
recognition.

was routed to Proctor and the
faculty board, the next and
second-to-last step before final
approval by Vice President of
Student Affairs, W. Rex Brown.
Because of the contested first
point, the proposal will probably
have to be rerouted through the
IFC after which Proctor will send it
to Brown with his own
recommendation. Once Brown signs
(Continued on Page 12)

New Com.Head
Search Starting

BOB STEVENS
Stipulated in the criteria
proposed is the fact that fraternities
who have been an FTU local
fraternity for a full year meet the
requirement that they are "actively
pledge to a national Fraternity
(colony status)." This includes
Kappa Sigma, ATO, TKE, Lambda
Chi, and PAE, who is reportedly
still petitioning their national.
Proctor, according to Stevens, the
author of the proposal, is willing to
see the five older franternities go
national this spring. "Everything is
still up in the air," Proctor reports.
"There is no discrimination about
this," Stevens pointed out. "This is
not really a set-back to the older
fraternities who have met the
proposed requirements, it just
ensures that the newer ones will go
through the same thing in the
future," he stated. Stevens, a
graduating (this quarter) senior
whose major is business
(marketing), has been working on
his proposal since December 10,
197 0. It was recently approved
"without hassle" by the IFC and

The search is on for a new
communications department
chairman,. and Dean of Social
Sciences Bernard C. Kissel said that
the position will be vacant for as
long as it takes to find the right
man.
Kissel, added, however, that he
would like to have a new chairman
by fall, but that he did not want
the college to "put ourselves in a
time frame."
Kissel is temporarily serving as
the "unofficial acting chairman" of
the department since former
department head Dr. William K.
Grasty, was named last week to
succeed George King as Executive
Assistant to the President.
Kissel said that a "search
committee" has been formed and is
di 1i gently looking on and off
campus for a new chairman. He
stated that he is looking for a man
who has an appreciation for the
various disciplines within the field
of communications, not one who is
a specialist only in his particular
area. Kissel added that someone
with behavioral science experience
would be preferable. A doctorate is
a necessary qualification for the
post.
Presently, the communications
department consists of 10
instructors and four adjunct
professors. There are approximately
170 students majoring in
communications.

Birth March happens today as the Inter-Disciplinary Creativity program
continues this week. Sponsored by Byrd Brownell, senior from Maitland,
and Dr. Walter Gaudnek, assistant professor of art, the art happening
begins at 11 am and will resume at 1 pm.
The march seeks to symbolize the creative search for new--vrsmtt;
ethical and moral symbols d e a l i n g - - - - - - - - - - - - - - with aspects of human love and the Rollins and winner of the Yale
Poetry Prize, who will be on
survival of man in a threatened campus at Ichabod to read and
human environment.
discuss poetry. Experimental and_
The special fe ature of the event is modern films will be shown at 7: 30
a pictorial and sculptural happening pm at Ichabod.
composed and executed by the
Instant composing by FTU
students under the direction of student will occur when Dr.
Brownell, with Gaudnek acting as Leonidas "Saraleitsannis, chairman
guest artist and advisor,
of the music department, presents
Visual structures will include two creative piano works Tuesday at 1
and three story paintings, a swing pm by using notes and chords given
set on wheels, and a pagoda, as well to him by the audience. The
as numerou.s spectacular new Business College display begins
designs for prams. Students will Tuesday.
Dr. William O'Connor, academic
design and wear ritualistic
vestments and signs commenting on vice president of Lake City Junior
the symbols perpetuating life College and editor of the Creative
Notebo9k, will be at Ichabod
today.
One-act plays sponsored by the Wednesday at 1 pm to discuss
Village Players will be at Ichabod at roadblocks to creativity.
8 pm tonight and Saturday. Experimental movies will be at
Experimental films will be at 71:30 pm Wednesday.
Artworks by .FTU students will
Ichabod Sunday.
Creativity begins next week at 1 be sold at an auction beginning at
pm with Peter Klappart, poet from
(Continued on Page 12)
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A RECENT IMPROMPTU CAMPUS - Competition pitted the
Terrific Tractor against the Street Sweeper Special where the l'flCk
started or wh~ was victorious is unknown, but at this point in the race
·the "tractor" appeared to be a shoe-in.

It's In The FuTUre
Ye Olde FuTUre Horrid.scope ... ~ ..... . ... ... . . .Page 12
Millican On Communication . . ..•.. .. . ... : ...... Page 3
Grasty 's Stunning Reaction ... . .. ~ ·: ....... . .. .. .Page 4
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Assurance Could Prompt
Attitude Change
The unfortunate subject of the proposed Florida State university
tuition increase was brought up by T, Terrell Sessums, Chairman of the
House Education Committee", in his remarks to the Florida House of
Representatives recently.
In his discussion of the future of state universities, Sessums states,
"We would be penny wise but pound foolish to increase student costs
to the point that we deprive able, but needy, students of an
opportun ity to obtain a college education." This is a fear that the
FuTUre has voiced from the beginning of the tuition hike rumors.
We realize that . the taxpayj'!rs shell ou~ large amounts of money to
aid education in the state of Florida. However, increasing the tuition is
going to have a negative effect in forcing some students out of school.
We are particularly concerned with this problem at FTU, because of the
large percentage· of working and married commuter students.
Sessums went on to suggest that any increase in tuition must be
accompanied by an improved scholarship and loan program "to allow
qualified but needy students to attend any accredited university of
their choice in Florida." Any increase in scholarships at FTU would be
a step up, as we offer a very limited number . This places the university
at a disadvantage in ·competing with other universities for bright
students.
This move for increased scholarship and loans would tend to aid
worthy and needy students, but can we be assured that all of those
students directly affected by the increase in tuition (those who simply
could not afford the hike whether it be $15 or $50) would be aided?
That assurance could prompt a change in attitude from many
students.

Fire 'Natural'
(The following is a letter received
by reporter Tim Tumlin in
reference to the April 12 article,
''Millican Tours Ashes, Pledges
Reforestation.")
Dear Mr. Tumlin:
I have read your recent article!
concerning the fire that occurred
on the FTU campus. Contrary to
the 'seeming destruction, there is a
great deal of published botanical
data which indicates that the fire is
a natural phenomenon. This
literature indicates that the fire is
necessary for the pine plant
community to continue. One of the
species out there, the sand pine,
_ ......_ ..,....._........._ normally dies in a fire and even
The Poor Taste of the Week Awards should go to the clod or clods seed distribution is dependent on
v1ho scratched naughties on the metal paneling of the library elevators. this event.
Lila Casselberry and Pam Smith find such vandalism hard to believe.
I would like to urge you, or your
editor, to consider this scientific

1r'
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.Bookstore Praised
Dear Editor,
On Tuesday, April 6, 1971, I
dis covered that a text
had
purchased before attending class
would not be required for the
course this quarter. Overjoyed at
the thought or receiving this
reimbursement, I timidly made may
way to the bookstore Lo ciaim my
$6:95 plus tax .
With Lhe confidence or one who
knows his rights, I announced to
the kindly looking gentleman
behind the desk that I would like a
refund, and commented on how
long I had been standing in line due
to the hundreds of students
returning books.
IL was at this time that the kingly
old gentleman rudely informed me,
"If you kids would pay attention to
the signs we have posted here on
Lhe walls and didn't buy books
until after you had attended class,
~ou w~ul?, . ;lever have to stand in
lme agam.
Later as I thought over what he
had said to me, I found no reason
to believe that his actions towards
me had been prejudiced by my
manner of d ress or the color of my
skin. I did stop to consider that we
all have a little unavoidable
rudeness within us, and if anythign
would bring it to the surface,
having to write book refunds all
day long would surely do the trick.
We have an outstanding
bookstore here on campus, and
they do the best they possibly can
during the first hectic week of the
quarter. I do not expect an apology
for this minor and insignificant
incident, and I will not try to
invision it as part of a master plot
against students. All I can really say
is thank you and keep up the good
work.
Don Hulic

S~gnals Urged
The following letter was
forwarded to John Davis, an FTU
senior majoring in Business, from

X~t·tnr ~:!~inafo~~;u~t~~!es1X!es:i:~~

~ll

~~o~~~~~\Yin ~~~ s~ntl'si1=:~e~~

efforts should report. All of us
working together under the
superivision of Mr. Smith in cases
of emergencies such as fires is
essential because of the inherent
dangers which could place
untrained persons' lives in jeopardy.
Again, my profound appreciation
to all here who helped in one hour
of need. I shall always be personally
very grateful.
Sincerely yours,
Charles Millican
President

Marines To Visi.t
Dear Editor:
The U.S. Marine Corps Officer
Selection Team will visit the FTU
campus on April 21-22. The team
will set up a display in the Village
Center from ·9 am to 3 pm. The
selection officer will interview and
test college students that are
interested in any Marine Corps
officer training program.
Experience has shown that the
number of students interested in
our comm1ss1oning programs is
proportional to the advance
publicity in the school and local
newspapers. As a public servic;e, we
would greatly appreciate your
publishing the enclosed release or
any notice concerning our presence
on campus in the issues preceding
this visit.
The Marine Corps offers the
Platoon Leaders Class (PLC) for
freshmen, sophomores, juniors and
graduate-study students. The
Officer Candidate Course (OCS) is
available to seniors and graduates
holding a Baccalaureate Degree.
The PLC and OCS programs lead to
a commissioning as a Second
Lieutenant with assignment to
Officers Basic School for ground
officers and flight training for pilots
and flight officers.
Thank you for your
consideration.

. I think that the readership that we
the office of State Senator Bill have in this university community
Gunter.
would appreicate another viewpoint
than those that have been written
Mr. C. A. Benedict
up - a bit emotionally in my
Division Engineer
opinion.
Department of Transportation
Should you be interested in
P.O. Box 47
knowing of the body of literature
De Land, Florida 327 20
that is available on the pine plant
Dear Mr . Benedict:
community, I and other of my
As a followup to our colleagues in this department,
conversation regarding the need for would be more than happy to
traffic signals at the heavily traveled provide you with references and go
intersections of State Road 15A with you to the burn to show
and Florida Tech Boulevard as well recovery by the plant community
as State Road 436 and Florida Tech that has already begun.
Boulevard, my understanding of
Yours truly,
your statement is that if the
Don R. Reynolds
County Commission passes a
Assistant Professor
resolution of intent to provide
Biological Sciences
additional paving and markings at
these intersections, you will
proceed. post-haste to install the
needed traffic lights. By copy of
this letter I am urging Chairman Dear Edi tor:
Ralph Poe of the County
I should like to publicly express
Commission to present the my deep appreciation to all
Sincerely yours,
requested resolution. Perhaps this members of the Florida
D . C. Corbett
Technological University
has already been done.
Major, U.S. Marine Corps
I recognize the heavy work load community for the splendid spirit
Officer Selection Officer
of the Department of of cooperation and dedication
I
~
Transportation; however, it would evidenced two weeks ago last
0 S 9tan ~
be a tragedy if someone was Wednesday afternoon when a series
seriously injured or killed at one of of forest fires posed a serious threat Dear Editor:
these intersections because we did to the camp us. A special word of
Since the departure of Kevin
not take action to install a traffic thanks goes to the staff of the Wadsworth as Men's Resident;
university
who
worked
with
the
signal. I urge you to push these
Advisor a new person has replaced
prnjects forward in your priorities, professional fire fighters him. I understand his name is
throughout
the
emergency.
and hope they can be put into
Particularly noteworth from my Wayne Leland. Who is he? What are
operation within thirty to sixty
point of view was the manner in his duties?
days as you indicated to me.
A Resident Student
Thank you for your cooperation. which members of the FTU
P .S. I am not the only resident
community acted immediately to
Sincerely,
move their cars from the parking asking this.
Bill Gunter
area behind the Library Building so
Senator, 18th District.
as to remove them from potential Editor's Note:
Wayne Leland did indeed replace
(Commissioner Ralph Poe has danger. I was personally very much
repotted that the resolution for impressed with the degree of Kevin Wadsworth as Men's Resident
installing traffic signals at the selflessness displayed on the part of Advisor. Leland has been on
intersections of State Roads 436, so many students, faculty, and staff . campus for several years, and was at.
15A, 520, 425 and Florida Tech who pitched right in to aid the fire one time head of the Mascot
Naming Committee. He is supposed
Boulevard was passed by the fighting efforts.
One of the things we learned to act as a liaison between the
Orange County Commission in
October of 1970. Poe said that the from this experience is that in the students and the Resident
John Smith Instructor. He is on call on
signals and the necessary paving future Mr
around the intersections should be superintendent. of Security for th~ Thursday evenings and weekends,
campus will be the individual to once a month. His phone number in·
completed within 30 days.)
whom 'those w~l;iing to aid ~uch the donris .i~ 4_774.
Editor.

Grateful Thanks

Wh I l

d

Dormers Complain
Dear Editor:
What do we get for $160 per
quarter?
Being a non-transient resident
student from St. Pete and an
undernourished soul about to lose
his Krunch, it is necessary that we
endure the 21-Meal Plan. During
the past weekend we had the
''privilege" of experiencing five
Grease Bar Specials consisting of
greaseburgers, fat-fried hotdogs,
and french fries. Unfortunately this
was not a new encounter, for we
have endured this fate for many
weekends past.
Now approaching completion of
two and three years respectively at
FTU it is our doubt as to the
"Accent on the Individual!' Even
though it was Easter Weekend, not
all of the 21-Meal Plan (or should
we say conspiracy?) students left
campus.
It seems to us that the gross price
of $160 per quarter is bad enough
without having to consume the
remnants from a grease trap. It is
absurd that housing and food
service could have such little regard
for the 421 resident students who
' make this campus a weekend
showplace for Central Florida. As
we see it 160 bills is a
gastronomical injustice to pay for
indigestion and ulcers.
Please send all responses to us c/o
FTU Health Service.
Thomas C Keiser
Gre~. A. Johnston

Editor-In-Chief . . . . . . . . . . Linda Mette!
Copy Editor . . . . . . Mary Anna Jackson
News Editor . . . . . . . . . . Duncan Marks
Business Manager : .. . ... Henry Popkin
Advertising Manager ..... . . James Wald
Classifieds Manager . . . . . . Henry Popkin
Circulation f\/lanager .... . Henry Popkin
Cartoonists . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . Bill Day,
Rick Rabon .
Art Critic . .. . . . . . . . . . . Grace Kehrer
Music Critic . . . . . . . . .. David Boelzner
Theatre Critic . . . . . . . . . . . Tim Tumlin
Photo Editor . . . . . . . . . . Chuck Seithel
Photographers .. . . . . . . . . . Ed Burton,
Jon F indell, Steve Heitzner.
Sports . . . . . . . . . . . ..... John Gordon,
Mike Crites, Larry Mccorkle.
Staff Typist .. . . . . . . . . . . Dorie Saker
Circulation Staff .. . . . . . . John Gordon,
Tim Tumlin, Sharon Warren.
Reporters . . . . . . . . . . . . . . Mike Crites,
Cathy ·Frankewich, John Gholdston,
Larry
I cardi, Weber Ivy, Sharon
Marek, Tim Tumlin, Beth Weilenman,
Bob Wishoff.
Columnists •..•.... Kevin Wadsworth·,
John the Good.
Advisor . . . . . . . . . . . . . Todd 8. Persons
The
"Fu TU re" is the weekly
news paper of Florida Technological
University · at Orlando, Florida. The
Fu TU re is published by President
Charles N . Millican and written and
edited by and for the students. at Florida
Technological University.
The editorial opinions expressed are
those of the staff and not necessarily
those of the university or its
administration.
The FuTUre reserves the right to
refuse to print any letters which are
submitted. All letters must bear the full
name and address of the person (or
persons) submitting them. Names will be
withheld on request. Address all letters
to: Editor, FuTUre, P.O. Box 25,000,
Orlando, Florida 32816.
Entered as second class matter at the
Post .Office at Orlando, Flo~iqa.
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President Mi 11 ica n:

Communication Is Chief Concern
By Tim Tumlin

Communication is the
responsibility of an administrator
which has been shown to either
make him or break him. Last week
the FuTUre interviewed Dr. Charles
N. Millican and discovered his ideas
and efforts on the subject.
President Millican has often
received personal recognition for
his attempts to talk with and
understand the people who are
connected with FTU. He has been
praised by the dormitory residents
for his rap sessions and has earned a
reputation for introducing himself
to total strangers as "Charlie
Millican."
It was surprising then when the
president said, "I am relatively
satified with my communication
efforts off campus, partly satisfied
with my efforts toward the faculty,
but I am not satisfied at all with my
communication with the students."
The list of committees,
representatives, and other
individuals he meets with is nearly
endless. "I want to know the ideas
frustrations, problems and
suggestions of everyone I can to
make a composite view in order to
make this the kind of university we
should and must have," he said.
There are two major areas the
president's office must contend
with, inside and outside the
university.
Outside FTU the president must
inform, and keep informed by, the
Governor's cabinet, members of the
state and U.S. legislatures,
chancellors, Board of Regents
members, other university
17-92 BETWEEN
JAi-ALAi AND K-MART

OPEN LUNCH AND DINNER
TGIF - BEER BUST 3-6

they encounter. He went on to tell
presidents and civic leaders of the story of two students he met in
Orlando and East Central Florida. the cafeteria who told him they
On campus President Millican couldn't find the solution to an
meets with the executive council ·administrative problem they had
regularly and upon short notice; he run into. Two days later he wrote
also has similar meetings with the them each a letter with the answer.
There is also a standing rule in his
deans and directors of the
office that if a·n yone has a problem
university.
During the first year FTU was and can't find its answer m·
open, the president met with the resolution, then the president's
entire faculty each quarter during a secretary must make an
coffee hour and could engage in appointment for him to see the
president. "I'd love to be able to
informal discussion. Now however
he must meet with the 'faculty i~ see every student who has a
four groups to cover the same areas prob !em, but it would be
he did two years ago. "I admit I completely impossible to do so."
" We need to create mo re
haven't had much chance to do it
this q~arter," he said, "but I often opportunities for communication in
have time to stop for a few minutes order to decide positive and
and go visit some faculty members constructive programs." The
opportunities the president was
in their offices."
If all else fails, then there's the speaking of include such functions
report system. Even though filling as visiting the dormitories for rap
out reports seems to be part of the sessions meeting with the SG
colder side of a business the president along· with the executive
president reads each repo;t he council, meeting with all the
receives, and often writes notes on presidents and leaders of all the
its quality and sends it back to the organizations on campus, and just
walking around the campus and
writer.
talking to students on a
WITH STUDENTS
one-to-one basis.
"Communication must also be a
And what about the students?
two-way street." President Millican
"Communication in that area is a
said that both parties must be able
two-pronged effort," he said. "I get
to both talk and listen. He cited the
information from my staff and
case of a meeting he hosted for all
through the administrators in
Student Affairs but I also have to the leaders of the FTU campus
find out a lot by myself." The organizations to poll their members
president explained that he often on their attitudes concerning the
will go to the Village Center proposed tuition hike. After
explaining the issue and giving his
cafeteria and eat with the students
views on the subject, he then talked
there to find out what problems
with the leaders on their personal
ideas and asked them to go back to
their organizations and find out
what their members are thinking.
Then they were supposed to report
back to him before the next Board
of Regen ts meeting. Out of
approximately 26 organizations
polled, nine wrote the president
back concerning the hike and its
alternatives.
Where will it all end? "I've been
working on a total communications
program since before the university
opened," he said, "and I don't
HAPPY HOUR WEDNESDAY 6-9
think I'll ever stop working on it.
PRIVATE PARTIES
It's like when someone told me that
we can never perfectly attain our
objective of 'Accent on the
(305)
Individual' so why don't we just
647-4962
give it up? Well, to me the most
important thing is not whether we
perfectly achieve that goal, but that
we just keep working on it. We
can't stop." '

~WGPllI\

-~r
~

COMPONENTS - SPEAKER SYSTEMS
RECEIVERS - TAPE ' OECRs

PARK AVENUE SOUTH

Election Bill Passed,
Sgt.-At-Arms Gets 'No'

A quick paced Student Government meeting Tuesday saw the passage
of six key bills on the senate floor and the refusal of two more. All
together there were 11 bills on the floor during the course of the session.
The most decisive of the bills passed was 3-64, which deals with the
elections and election procedure of
.
.
. '
Student Government officials and . After e.xtens1ve d1scu.ss1on over
senators. The bill has been on the fine points, the bill passed
floor of. the senate for three weeks, unan.imously. T?e_ bill sets up an
with two amendments being added elections ~omm1ss1on,. to serve. as
and an amendment to
. the supervisor of elections, and lists
amendment before the final vo~~ all regulations for the candidate::;. A
The bill will be put into effect copy of the bill is available to all
immediately upon signature of the stud e n ts at the S t u de n t
vice president for student affairs Government office on the second
'with a special provision made' floor of the Library Building.
pertaining to filing dates, for thi~ The final day for filing for
particularelection.
candidacy for the upcoming
election will be Monday, April 19.
In other action, the senate
decided to elect a president pro
tempore to serve in the stead of the
vice president when · the vice
president is unable to attend the
'
senate meetings. The president pro
tempore will be elected by a
MAIL AWAY CLASSIFIEDS DAV IS COMING
popular vote of the senators. The
senate decided, however, not to
appoint a sergeant-at-arms. "The
Buy an ad anytime in the next four weeks and a FuTUre
position sounds like a common
bouncer," commented Senator Dan
newspaper will be sent free to anyone to whom you'd
Scott, Education. "I would like to
think that the position is not
necessary in our senate." The bill
. like to say "hi" - Your mailman, your girl friend, or
. was defeated, 15 no, six yes, and .
one abstention.
that special guy.
An additional $500 was allocated
for use in the Miss FTU Pageant in
a bill introduced by senator: Mary
* (It's cheaper than a telegram, faster than a speeding bullet, and
Lou Raj chel, Education. "The
pageant is being held in connection
mailed in a plain brown wrapper.)
with the Spring Formal (dance)
explained Senator Rajchel, "and
will be much more elaborate than it
was last year." The bill passed
unanimously.
Another bill proposed by Senator
Rajchel, one setting guidelines for
allocation of Student Government
funds to student clubs, was passed
_ after some discussion over the
§ j legality of chec~i?'g camp us club
§ 1 ledgers (see add1t1onal story, this
§ ;issue). The bill passed, 17 yes, five
§no.
~
The senate also denied a request
E by
senator David Boelzner
E Humanities and Fine Arts, t~
E donate $100 to the Florida
~ 'Symphony Orchestra. The senate
§ expressed concern that such a
E donation would open the door to
§limitless requests from other
E charity organizations.
E A bill died on the floo~, and was
E withdrawn when Senator Byrd

(HEEPO TELEGRAMS*

.:trutcbt!' §ubio Jnr.
339

TRUTH UNVEILED - The ship on page one is actually a remote
controlled scale model which was being sailed in the reflecting pond in
front of the Administration Building.

WINTER PARK . FLORIDA 32789

Store For Men

e

answers
t·h.ro.ugh
action

Each watch Is a $39.95 value and
Is yours, free, with any suit In any
store,
from

$59.95

to

$89.95

DOUBLE & SINGLE BREASTED
SIZES 36 to 50

,

•.Winter Perk Mell • Sen ford Plaza
open 10 till 9

= ~= = §

·5·5
=

·

For Information about
joining Circle K, Cqll 241-1309

®
K

EE 'Arts,
refusedHumanities
to allow hisand
name
to
E
lhownell,
Fine

5 appear as a sponsor to the bill.
§ There were none of the four
E cosigners at the meeting, so the bill
E ,was officially withdrawn. The bill

51 was

designed to stop SG from
to clubs f
or

§ allocating funds
' l?=lllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllHllllllHIHllllllllHlllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllll:: operating expenses.
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GrastyS tunned, Please
With Executive Position
·By Sharon Marek

"I was stunned," said Dr. William K. Grasty newly-appointed
Executive Assistant to President Charles N. Millican. '
Grasty, mild-mannered Texan, presently chairman of the
Communications Department, was notified of his new position last week.
"It really came as a total' _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _...._
A well-read and ardent
s-~~r.ise," ~~aid the 44-year-old
educator. "f knew of course that ''self-educator," Grasty has
Dr. King was leaving, but I had published one text and is in the
Tough typing jobs go faster
absolutely no idea that I was being process of publishing another. "My
with the magnetic line guide
wife Sue and I both enjoy writing
considered to replace him. "
and holding bar. Sturdy metal
A father of two sons (one two and good reading," he commented.
. calibrated copy holder. Keeps
"I hope to continue teaching my
and. one 22), Grasty came to FTU
you "on the line".
in 1968 after receiving his' Ph.D. in communications classes, .but I
communications at the University imagine ·it will have to be on a very
Model 10
limited basis."
of Texas.
9" x 12"
The newly-appointed Executive
Born in San Antonio, Tex.,
Grasty spent two years (1944-46) Assistant had ' no comment
as a gunner-radioman stationed on regarding the duties and ·
requirements of his new position. 'YllfJ;R£ IN A JiEAP 'oF !MJV&E Nt>W. BOY."
an aircraft carrier in the Pacific.
After two years at Trinity '~ju~h~en~h~ti~to~s~bli,
. ~~~~~~~~~~~~~!!~~~~~~~~BBBBBBBUniversity, San Antonio, he spent all," he said. "All I can say 1s I am
the next 12 years working in sales really excited and surprised."
and public relations.
"While at the University of
'.fexas," said the grey-haired
'
professor, "someone asked me to
By
Linda
Singer
teach a few classes. From that time
Calling all amateur, professional, parttime, "only in spare timers",
on education has been my life."
or "Just-do-it-for-fun" artists! The College of Education needs your
He taught in the Texas state
wonderful works of art for a tremendous art auction!! The auction
Dale Crutcher, a junior majoring
educatjqnal system before moving
will be held Thursday, April 22, as part of the Village Center's
in radio and TV, will be
to Central Florida two years ago.
two-week extravaganza which will be centered around the theme of
~ Grasty enjoys. golf in off hours representing FTU in the semifinals
"Creativity." Our portion of the program will feature the auction of
"when I ean fmd someone who of the Southeastern competition of.
all art objects made by the faculty, staff, students, and wives of
shoots over 11 which is about my the Intercollegiate Music Festival to
FTU. Anyone, I repeat, ANYONE who is involved with the FTU
limit,''. anc\, has been known to be held at the University of South
~
Florida next Friday.
scene is urged not only to contribute their work but also to attend
strum the banjo occasionally.
The Intercollegiate Music Festival
the auction at the GC from 11 am to 1 pm!
(IMF) is a search for the top talent
All types of articles will be eligible - from batik, quilting,
from colleges across the nation.
painting, sewing, sculpture, ·weaving, drawing and crafts, to the
Fl~shlight
There are six regional competitions
auctioning of special services - such as the commission of portraits,
Contoured for a woman's .
which wi~l select top performers in
building of fountains, or designing gardens,. etc. Anything and .
hand. Fits easily into your
pop/rock and folk categories from
everything from any price range will be accepted and sold.
purse. Assorted co I ors.
To participate, just fill out the form below (or give one to a
Saul Bellow, author of such each district. Dale will be.
Includes 2 energy cell
competing
in
the
folk
category
and
friend)
and
turn
it
in
with
your
art
work
to
Mrs.
Pat
Hornblower,
works as "Herzog" and "The
batteries.
GC 317. They will be welcome immediately any day within the next
adventures of Augie March," will plans to sing the theme from
two weeks.
speak at 8 pm Thursday in the "Romeo and Juliet" among other
From the sale of your article, 25 per cent of the sale price will go
Science Auditorium as a part of songs.
Winners of the regional semifinals
to the FTU Foundation. The auction will benefit everyone on
FTU's Creativity Program.
campus, both artist and student. With Dick Cornell as auctioneer it
"1e~~·! lliJnd\· S1noo1/re11
Bellow will be available during. will compete in the finals in St.
should be a fafitastic afternoon of unexpected events. So, ple~se'
~ """"""-~
..... '*"~ "'
the day as his schedule permits to Louis. From there, winners will go
tc•,.../lf"lo-...w""f""'""' ... ,,,,.,
Pon7el
remember that any art work, from Snoopy on up, will be gratefully
discuss his works with students, and on to national competition, and
received. After reading this, why not cut out the coupon and bring
-~~'{/' //:i,t;,_~_,,
the Village Center will have signs then international. The
in your own creative work of art this afternoon???
posted · and information available. Southeastern regional has a
AUCTION
Bellow has been called one of the fantastic record for selecting
first American Jewish writers to winners .since both of last year's
_._
capture a large reading audience winners went to take first place in Artist's name
Address
Phone
national
competi~ion.
Rollins~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~I~
and still retain the American Jewish.
· ~p~e·o·f~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~l~~I
idioms. He was born in Quebec in Collqe~ ''Dumb~~ · · won last~~~
irumum tota price
ale rice
1915 and raised in Montreal. In year's folk competition.
FTU Foundation share
1924 he moved to Chicago, and he
was graduated from Northwestern
Address
Phone
University in 1932 with degrees 'in
Fill In
anthropology and sociology.
According to John J. Clayton,
Leave blank
who . has written several essays on.
Bellow, the writer is in sympathy
Phone
Address
Artist's name
with "manifold of humanity, and
Ty e of art
has apprehension of the mystery
Address
Phone
Sold to
inherent in living humans which
FTU Foundation share
Artist's share
Sale price
si nifies their value."

KO PY-A ID

Educationally Speaking
.

Crutche.r Going.
To Musi·« Fest

~bl

?(

FEM-LITE

Saul To Bellow
Next Thursday

OH(

- - - - - - ---·- - - - - - - - -

--...-:-- - - -

The New Pentel
Roi Ii ng Marker

Campus

~Glances
Today is RETRO Day at FTU as
the university holds a
workshop-seminar to help retrain
unemployed are.a aerospace
t e ch n i cians and scientists.
RETRO is geared to train
talented former aerospace people to
participate in the battle against
pollution and in the overall field of
environmental control.
Interested persons may obtain
further information by attending
tonight's workshop-seminar at 7: 30
in _the Engineering Auditorium.

Uk' .ANOO'S NEWEST DaJVE·IN llfEATRE

'SOPRANO' CAST
The cast for "The Bald Soprano,"
the theatre department's spring
production, was selected last week:
Students in the cast are Chalender
Martina, as Mr. Smith; Melissa
Martina, as Mrs. Smith; Brian·
Skadowski, as Mr. Martini Lila
Casselberry as Mrs. Martin; Christie
Akerman, ~ Mary; and Bary
Walters, as the fire chief.
According to Dr. Harry Smith
the play's director, "The Bald
Soprano" will open ~fay 5.

SUBURBAN

69c each

DRIVE-IN THEATRE
EAST 50 AT UNION PARK
TELEPHONE : 273-0880

IRI

AT 7:15

i"CDLDR

snsseRIBE
KEEP INFOS'.lMEO

Three pens in one - replaces
the ball point pen, the
fountain. pen, and the felt
marker. Excellent· for carbon
copies.. Use!i. liquid marker ink.
Black, red, or.1-ilue.

BORN UISERS.

llTTLt FAUSS AnD' llG HALSY
R08CRT
mlCHAfLJ.
RCDFORD
POLLARD

$1.75 A YEAR

NAME _ _~----------------~

AT 9:00

ADDRESS~-~-----~---~~-~~~

-MYST I K Plastic
Coated Cloth Tape

CITY--------------------STATE _ _ _ _ __...____ Z I P - - - - - - - - - -

Fine for repairing~ l-decor.ating,
sealing. White, black and
colors.

98'
s1 ••
george s.t uart

1 %" x 36 ft . .roll
Florida Technological University
P.O . Bo>< 25,000

Orlando, Fla . 32816
KICC-

}'hone,: 241_-3431

ADDRESS LABEL IS CODED FOR EXPIRATION DATE

E.G.
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Metal, Photos Present
Potpourri Of Images

Campus

By Grace Kehrer
The FTU Library is presenting a potpourri of artistic experiences.
The word potpourri is understood as a mixture or collection of entities.
FTU's potpourri is a collection of images, both photographic and
metallic, 1971 style.
Bill Spidle and Gary Noffke sent their works to speak or sing, as the
case may be, for them. Spidle's "Photographic . Images" and Noffke's
"Images in Metal" will be on display in the Library Building through
today.
Spidle and Noffke are adamant regarding the importance of the
artist's
perceptive ability vis-a-vis the viewer's perceptive and :
imaginative capacities. Noffke said," ... I don't read - I observe . I don't
write - I express my ideas and feelings through my metal works. Ask it
what I have to say." Spidle adds his O'~n observations to the question
of artistic perception, ''. .. the photographic artist, too, must be a skilled
technician. But more important, he must.possess and use a perceptive
quality to add to the technical depth of the situation ... through this
added perception the artist includes a dimension not available to the
technicians."
At first glance, Spidle's black-and-white photographic works appear
to be merely studies of the ordinary and commonplace, i.e., an open
market, seaweed, bits of driftwood, dead twigs, etc. But through a
magnification of the mundane its unique aspects slowly come into view.
Then the individual viewer's own perceptive and imaginative abilities
allow him to discover, define and categorize these new dimensions .
Noffke creates a helter-skelter world filled with trolls, fairies and
assorted "little people ." This is a secret place where magicians and
sorcerers live, and each wields ·a hatchet or a magical knife. In this land
even the simplest utensils a.re inscribed with magical symbols and
formulas. In one part of this mythical kingdom an army of metal
chessmen arrange themselves for another mock encounter. Everything
in this kingdom of tipsy metal minarets exists, safely, under glass. Here,
each tower is covered with a cryptic code. To decipher the code is to
call into being all the witches of every age, both white and black.

~Glances
MOMS AND DADS ASSN.
The FTU Moms and Dads
Association is looking for students
interested in entertaining for its
next meeting Sunday, April 25. The
meeting will be held from 2 :30 to
4:30 pm in the Village Center Multi
Purpose Room.
Students interested in singing,
dancing, or performing other types
of entertainment may contact
Edith Gray at 644-37 39.

Juge To Serve
In Regents' Off ice
Dr. Frank E. Juge, Jr., assistant
dean of Natural Sciences, has been
selected to serve as coordinator for
science and engineering in the
Florida Board of Regents' Office
for Academic Affairs. Juge will
serve a two-year assignment in
Tallahassee, and will begin his leave
of absence from FTU on September
1.
Or. Bernard Ostle, dean of
Natural Sciences, said that Juge was
"an excellent choice," and added,
"Dr. Juge's abilities as an
administrator and a teaching
member of our faculty are
substantiated in his selection."
Juge's appointment marks the first
time an FTU faculty member has
been chosen for an assignment with
the Regents' Office.

In another part of this land there is a treasure chest filled with
sorcerer's rings and Christian crosses. In Noffke's world strange amulets
and knife blades abound. Metal crows' feet and wooden boxes, covered
with hand hammered metal plates, exist side by side. This is an
enchanted land that lies beyond the rim of Spidle's monocromatic
world of photographic images.
FTU's potpourri encompasses three distinct worlds: one simple, the
other complex, and the third fanciful. This mixture of images,
impressions and expressions makes minor magicians and conjurers of us
all. In the end, Noffke is correct. Only the_ creations know what the
In his new capacity, Juge will
artist wishes to express and they, in turn, whisper one version of the
whole to each viewer. No two viewers receive the same message, and coordinate graduate and
undergraduate programs and assist
that is the wonder of dynamic Art.
in the review and development of
proposals for new academic
programs in science and engineering
throughout the State University
System.

Juge joined the FTU faculty in
1968, and was named assistant dean
of Natural Sciences in 1969. He has
also served as coordinator for the
Science in Human Affairs seminars.
Dean Ostle has not yet
formulated plans for replacing Juge,
although he said that such plans
will..he_forthcomi ng.

Zales Custom
Class Rings

STUDENT
ACCOUNTS
INVITED

Security has tried to keep "D" stickered cars out of the "H''
handicapped parking spaces, but it's a discouraging job, especially when
the "H"s park in the "D" slots.

Parking Ticket Dodgers
May Receive Sum manses
Law-abiding students will be the benefactors of a new policy instituted
by the Campus Security department, while those wishing to duck the law
will find it rougher, the FuTUre learned this week.
The new plan allows parking tickets to be paid, if there is no
contention, at the cashier's office in - - - - - - - --- - - - - - -the Administration Building, rather days the fine increases another
than in the basement of the dollar, and a written notice is sent
Library, as they have been. The to the owner of the ticketed
catch is that if a fine is not paid vehicle, informing him that he has
within nine days, Security will issue two days to pay the fine, . or an
an arrest summons through the arrest summons will be issued for
Orlando Police Department, and him. Then the ticket is turned over
the offense will then require an to the Orlando Police Department,
appearance before a municipal and the matter becomes one of the
judge.
municipr 1 e:o rnment of Orlando.
The revision in policy comes as a
All f _ulty, staff and visitors
result, of a new Florida State must report to the Camp Security
Statute, which will ma:ke all traffic· office in the basement of the
tickets and complaint forms used in Library to pay their fines.
the state system uniform. The new
tickets, which will be yellow
According to John Smith,
instead of pink, will also outline the director of Campus Security, the
payment dates. The offender may number of fines levied against FTU
pay the ticket at the cashier's students is the lowest in the
window, unless he has a university system. "We have had
disagreement with the ticket, or only 803 traffic citations issued
unless he was ticketed for speeding, since January 1 of this year," said
reckless driving, driving while Smith, "and of these, 233 were
intoxicated, or a driver's license courtesy citations." Smith praised
violation, within three days of the the FTU drivers as a whole and
issuance of the ticket.
stated that "our accident rate is
After the first three days the neglible, and the majority of drivers
ticket automatically will cost $1 respect and observe the local traffic .
more. After a subsequent three rules."

1111aaaa1aaaa11a1a1aa1111111111100001

Phone
Custom style your ring with the school name,
on the base and with o design or plain setting for the stone.
Choose the stone in your school color, b irthstone, black onyx,
or a diamond. Oh yes, we'll engrove your initials, too.

ZALES®
JIWUIRS

You don't have to be rich
to be happy.
FINE HILLS
CENTER

21 S. OR.P.t-JGE

COLONIAL
!>LAZA

your
•

Order

~ Fas~or Service
' . CARRY-OUT
ONLY!

&•&II G&LLl1D BOBSB
April 16
April 18

I

••••••

SP AG ETTI

SANDW.ICBE.S.

soe

. From the desk of:

your president is graduating: no longer will
.h_
e have to worry about a judicial · system that
doesn't work, or· of hikes in dorm and food
rates which are considered unimportant by the
administration, or of the student body being
represented as individuals instead of cogs in
the f lorida educational system. no longer.
. they are your problems once. again - yours .
alone - yours to charge to the next person who
accepts the responsibilities of the presidency
vote on april 29 & 30
office of public relations student government
Paid Advertisement
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TEP
Tep fraternity is planning a party
this coming Saturday night together
with Delta Tau Fraternity. The
party will be at tne Groves Parks
apartments on Curry Ford Road.
Tep lost its first softball game to
Lambda Chi Alpha Monday. The
second game was played against
Sigma Sigma Chi. The players on
TEP's team are: Bart Anthony,
Doug Roy, Dennis Nowak, Bob
Muncey, Skip Van Duyne, Walter
Braun, Ken Dewey, Rick Bennett,
Mike Gallacini, Paul Woodson, Tom
Gent, Fred Stein, Steve Barnoske,
Burt Godwin, and Bill Godwin.
Mike Sterling coaches the team.
Two pledges have signed up this
quarter. They are Burt Godwin and
Bill Godwin.
Several TEP Brothers have
already begun working on their
service project for this quarter. The
"Teenage Hotline" and "We Care"
suicide prevention has had a good
deal of success in its efforts to help
those who are in need of advice and
help with personal problems. The

Page 7

rate of suicides has been greatly
reduced in this area since these two
programs were fir~t started.

Q
dorms· who haven't got dates to
come by and enjoy themselves. Call
i Steve at 831-5786 for details. The
fraternity also invites the sororities
to come.
In the near future, Alpha Kappa
Pi will select five "Big Sisters" to
represent the fraternity. Out of the
Big Sister group they will select a
"Dream Girl" to be their choice for
Miss FTU.
Don't expect ordinary things
from the guys in AKPi because
they've got a lot of new ideas for
the Greeks on_campus.

KS
The Kappa Sigma brotherhood,
still recovering from its Easter
celebration at Daytona Beach last
weekend, has been enjoying the
recounting of recent tales of
adventure around its table in the
VC.
The entire celebration kicked off
with a "Slave Party" Thursday
night where the little sister pledges
performed tasks for their masters.
From there, the party was
transferred to Daytona Beach
where Rusty Beavers and Chuck
Ludwig won the "dates of the
"week" award. It was given to them
by Head Scrumper Bob Crawford.
Brothers Jimmy Miller and Bruce
Forrester showed the thousands at
Daytona Beach their surfing skiUs
as the remainder of the
brotherhood watched the dunkings.
Meanwhile, back in Georgia Friday
night; intrepid travelers Lee
Constantine, Charles "Speedy"

TKE

TKE is proud to announce the
election of a new vice president to
fill the term of Tim Gillis who
resigned two weeks · ago. Brian
Skadowski, who had been the
chaplain, was elected vice president
by his brothers at a short meeting
last Thursday.
The meeting was short, for
everyone was anxious to get out to
·~. ,, ,.;~~.:-'~:"'11~ Gulfside Apts. for the first TKE
rush party_ Judging from the noise,
the . TEKEs once again ·had a
fantastic party.
Word has it that the TKE Little
This concrete gravestone was assembled behind the Library Building
Sisters will be having a slumber
-Air
! in meinory of the trees and woods that were destroyed in the recent
party some time soon. AU brothers
~
~f.
are.
* 0 'Meara and Duncan Marks that contributed. They congratulate are invited of course.
"'- * at tended the Georgia Southern PAE and also Sororas who also
~ * Kappa Delta Sorority White Rose collected for Easter Seals.
* Ball at the Savannah Yacht Club.
April 1, the local Sigma Chi
The winter quarter pledging
* They returned to Daytona Beach Alumni met with the brothers and
* Saturday morning, bringing a pledges of Sigma Sigma Chi for activities are drawing to a close and
* representative of Ga. Southern's dinner, (?) a short tour of the Fideles Sorority sisters and pledges
* Kappa Sigma little sisters, Ann campus, some informa1 discussion will travel to Mims this weekend for
* Dooley, with them. Personal guests of future plans, and then informal and formal initiation of
Rhett Mouchett and Dave adjournmenttotheStoneforliquid the pledge class.
A rush party for spring quarter
: "Spaceghost" Harris also enjoyed refreshments. The meeting was a
the Easter festivities.
success and the Alumni gave the rushees will be held Sunday nig_ht
jJ( * House chairman Dave Hanson, brothers some good ideas to make a to entertain prospective Fideles
pledges. All rushees are invited to
* star of the Daytona Beach dating stronger and closer group.
attend. Further information may be
* set, reminds all brothers of the
-o~
* mandatory work party Saturday at
The Brothers of Sigma Sigma Chi obtained from rush chairman, Mimi
* the house. Also this week, the started this week off right as they Poley at 277-8358.
* brothers are planning a "BYO'.' journeyed to the Plaza in Daytona
* party at the house Friday night. Beach for the Easter weekend. Four
* Brothers and their dates are days of fun and recreation was the
*reminded that under no endresult,andmostofthebrothers
circumstances will marshmallows be were living proof when Monday
* allowed into the party.
morning's classes began.
*
Kappa Sigma will enter a softball
Sunday evening 12 pledge
* team in the Orlando Recreation brothers from the winter quarter
* Department League this summer. will be formally initiated. The
* The first game is Monday night and p 1edge c 1ass has done an
CHESS CLUB
the season will continue until July outstanding 1·ob and is to be 1 The Chess Club's first meeting of
20.
congratulated.
the new quarter will be held next
The pledge class, which will be Sunday also marks the election of Wednesday, April 21, at 7 pm in
formally announced next week, officers for the spring and summer
continues to enjoy a period of gracell quarters. Thanks from SSX to the LR 213. Anyone interested in
playing chess is invited to attend
befor~ the hard work gets under•outgoing officers for a fine job. and to bring their chessboards.
way.
Without their efforts the goal of
Dr. Walter J. Rhein is the new
affiliating with Sigma Chi Chess Club adviser, and the club
*
International Fraternity could not . wishes to thank him for donating
have progressed as rapidly as it has. his time and effort.
*
Sigma Sigma Chi participated in
-o* the Easter Seal collection drive last
CHRISTIAN FELLOWSHIP
* weekend, collecting at Montgomery
The FTU Christian Fellowship
Ward's and the Pine Hills Plaza.
Tonight is the night of the big will be meeting at 11 am Thursdays
* They collected almost $200 and Alpha Kap·pa Pi party. The in LR 210. The group, composed of
* they want to thank each person fraternity invites all girls in the Baptist Student Union members
*
an d F I S H c 1u b m e m be rs,
*
"The Home of Happy Banking"
anticipates a time of fellowship in
*
M
at
Jesus Christ, as they look together

** * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * ** * *
**
*
* ...A,.
* 1'

*

FIDEL ES

*

~

**
'>t
*
*
**
*
Short Sleeve
*
**
Jt
Knit Shirts ............... 2''
**
**
Low Rise
*
*
49
**
*
Denim Jeans ............. 4
**
*
Central
Florida's
Only
Complete
**
*
Underground Newsstand
*
*
*
*
* Hats for any head
*
AK
***
**
*
** FREAK
** SPECIAL
0
First 15
***
light of the teachings
of the ~~~~
BibJe.
!***
~B~-11111
MH
RffSe~TingNIATTIQLNAAL
NBAN K. oF AU
~o~~eF~~t~~:,
~~Pw-auT~i~;:~
* Freaks with
persons of all faiths among the
1
** this ad get
FTU faculty, staff and students are
C
invited. to join.
:
** a free swim suit.
*
~
PUBLIC RELATIONS CLUB
*
*
Tran·s ter of Fun~s
The Pegasus chapter of the Public
**
*
/9 A A
Coffee & Orange Juice
Relations Student Society of
*
~
Investment Counseling
America is having its next meeting
*
*
Tuesday, at 4 pm outside AD 118.
*
*
All students interested in public
**
*~================~=~~=~~====~~~ati~~regard~~~ilie~majm~
: Surfboards with Sails
are invited to attend the meeting.
*
**
Campus Glances
**
Ten on the Wind"
**
*
We now have a new shipment of Surfboards
with Sails.
PLAINCLOTHESMEN
*
*
Come in and see our display model and 15
There are two plainclothes
*
:
minute film on this new exciting sport.
.>ecurity officers on the F'DU
Fridays 4-8 pm.
camp us, according to Security
**
*
Superintendent John Smith.
**
*
Postgraduate
Shop
The men, who also wear
Orlando *
.
uniforms, have general security
Colonial Plaza
*
duties and are not assigned to a
** Miracle City Mall
Titusville *
specific job. "It is no secret," Smith
* * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * .*
111 EAST PINE,
OR'lANDO
said about the men. "I wear civilian
------------------------------~. c•othes myself all the time."
*

SSX

~

l

Limit one per freak

1

.

n

0

0

0

r

HIGHWAY

17-92 AT PACKWOOD • PH. 644-7000

~'tlang

1

(2 blocks south of Library)

·'
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AAUP Forum: .
Qua Iif ied Profs
Always Needed

FTU President Charles N. Millican happily accepts a check for four
$250 scholarships donated by W. Louis Parker, left, an Honorary
Trustee of the university, who has "greatly assisted FTU in so many
ways," said Dr. Millican. Parker,- who heads Louis Volkswagen, was
hailed for his concern for FTU students, many who have been hired
parttime at his East Colonial Drive agency. The scholarships will go to
two qualified students in Business Administration and two in Natural
Sciences. (Official FTU Photo).

VERVIEW
-=-·· ·~

Minority rights. What are they? Who gets them? I personally feel
as if I am of a fast-dwindling and oppressed minority. Being a WASP
(White; Anglo-Saxon, Protestant) can be and is an extremely
traumatic experience at times. What with Italians organizing\ to can
'a-spicy meat-aballs' from television and "The Godfather" from the
screen, Blacks protesting the use of Oreos in Tarzan movies, and those
of Polish descent suing perpetrators of Polack jokes, 1 sometunes tee!
left out of the scene. The only course I have open, naturally, is to
initiate my own protest group. First, a name. White Student Union?
- no, too blatant. White Polar Bears? - no, too much like Black
Panthers. Honkeys For a Lily White Society? - no, that's the KKK.
What I need is a catchy initial name like SPQR, ACLU. KGB. CORE
or FTU. Got it: Freedom, Order, Omnipotence , and Liberty Society.
With a catch name and a few disciples, I can now get my own office
in the Library Building like the Black Student Union, I can demand
that producers revise "Gone With the Wind," "M*A*S*H," and
"Cotton Comes to Harlem" to take WASPs and FOOLS out of all
derogatory scenes. Now I have the right to constantly complain and
refuse to work at anything unless paid handsomely, to organize and
equip my own militia, and, finally, demand money from everybody.
A pipe dream, I know. FOOLS are much too busy worrying about
everyone else's rights to worry about their own.
-o·
The People's Republic of China is in the news again. Not due to
bombs or bullets but, of all things, ping pong. It seems that ping
pong balls have brought our two nations closer together than since
the Korean War. Even though the Chinese teams won both the men's
and w:omen's events, they did so with tact and politerwss, pitting not
their champ ions but their upcoming second stringers against a good
but decidedly inferior American team. The Chinese spectators,
18,000 strong, cheered the Americans as they walked into the vast
gymnasium with the Chinese team. All in all, it has turned out to be
a spectacular public relations coup for China. Let us hope
Washington doesn't ignore the overtures made, nor ignore the
obvious moral · of the event, as noted by WLOF the other morning,
that it is indeed better to ball than to bomb.
-o-

St ude n t Government elections are upon us again and, judging from
past experience and current interest in national and local election
processes, the turnout will again be poor. In recent off-year national
elections around the country, the 18-21-year-old vote was, as
expected, low. It is indeed ironic, and basically idiotic, that in this
age of an acute awareness of individual rights there is also a mass
ignorance of individual duty to country, countrymen, and self. Last
week's Student Government ad concerning the suspension of student
voting rights is interesting when one realizes that students, or the
majority of students, would never even realize the loss or, for that
mattei-, realize they ever had the right in the first place. Ora pro
nob is.
Kevin W. Wadsworth

The 1970's will see in general a
de creasing demand for college
teachers, but shortages will
continue in certain specialized
fields, and there will always be
room for the best-qualified
professors. This was the consensus
of the panelists in the first AA UP
Forum on College Teaching and
Graduate Study held last Monday.
Moderating the panel was Dr.
William Jervey, and others taking
part were professors Douglas
Brumbaugh, Robert Hicks, Melvin
Hughes, Howard Nimmo, and David
Vickers.
In a spirited discussion, the
professors answered questions
about many aspects of graduate
study. They advised that a student
choosing a graduate major should
take "into account the intangible
factor of what will give him or her
the most satisfaction. Cost should
be the least important criterion,
because good graduate schools
usually make financial aid available.
The forum was sponsored by the
FTU chapter of the American
Association of University
Professors.

Proiect Pick-Up
Plans Clean-Up
In accordance with National
Earth Week, the Newman Student
Center is asking for all-out
cooperation and participation from
all FTU faculty and students in an
action-type project, "Project
Pick-Up."
The purpose of this project,
which will take place next
Thursday, is to do something
positive about pollution problems.
The object is to pick up all trash
(cans, paper, bottles, etc.) along the
entire length of Florida Tech Blvd.
The project will begin at 9 am just
beyond the Enco station at the
intersection of Florida Tech Blvd.
and SR 436.
After a short dedication and
initiation program, plastic garbage
bags will be distributed to everyone
present and the march to FTU will
begin. In order to allow more
people to take part in "Project
Pick- Up" Florida Tech Blvd. will be
divided into six equal sections. One
section will be completed at a time,
according to schedule.
Organi-z.a tions wishing to
participate please contact Anna
Millies or Paulette Getz at
27 5-4342 to pledge support.
Individual volunteers need not call.
Bulletins listing the pick-up
schedule are available at the
Information Booth in the
Administration Building.

... ..

FIELD AGENTS - Dr. William Allen, upper left, stands with the 14
particiJ?ants in the Sociology Field Agent program. The stude~ts in the
program have the opportunity to actually go into the field with social
welfare workers and serve a form of internship, to learn firsthand the
practical approach and problems of social work.

DR. RONALD .E. SERFOSS
OPTOMETRIST

ANNOUNCES THE OPENING OF HIS OFFICE FOR
THE GENERAL PRACTICE OF OPTOMETRY

AT

JENKINS BUILDING
2304 ALOMA AVENUE
WINTER PARK. FLA. 32789

..
'
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Rides Again I
'69 VW BUS

s2395.

'66 MUSTANG HT

$1295

*-/

'63 KARMANN GHIA
COUPE

"Scent with
Love"

'69 OPEL SPORT COUPE

s1795
$1695
'67 VW FASTBACK SEDAN

$1295

Louis ~
Volkswagen
Neanst
Authorized Volksw..,.n Dufer
Orlando, Fla.
PHONE DAY 671-3455, NIGHT 671-2738

HATHAWAY'S
TERRY VELOUR

s995
'69 SUNROOF BUG

7448 Aloma Ave.

TELEPHONE 644-1904

BY APPOINTMENT

6363 E. Colonial Drive
5 Mil• Wmt of F.T.U.

277-7220

Hathaway

produces

a

beautiful

Terry

Cotton Velour that's really someth(ng to
see.

Spring

is

here

and

Summer can't

be far behind . . . Wear it now and into
Summer. · You'll like the way it looks and
feels . . . They're cool, soft and washable.
In White or Navy zipper-pleicket style or
4-button

placket.

$13.

II
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Rain, Bugs D1dn t Stop Lifters, Record Looks Great
By JOHN~GORDON -

ffm
:tt~

Who'd ever think a young university like Florida Tech could . develop a squad of
f)) weightlifters capable of out placing a well-established, old timer like the University of
~:tt Florida in a state AA U meet? Gary Boo, Duane Slegel, and Mike Stone did back in
fff 1969 when they built the foundation for the FTU Weightlifting Club.
l::f . Even from the beginning, these ll_len had a tough time in keeping a weightlifting
::mm: program at FTU. There were no on-campus facilities to practice or store their weights.
:tt: They were forced to move their practice sessions in an abandoned warehouse in
Oviedo. According to Mike Stone, advisor for the weightlifting club, the rat and insect
l?i infested structure was in such poor shape, that buckets of rain would cover the floor
:ff: during~ storm.
/
t:t · Weightlifting practice was moved to. the Winter Park YMCA ·where equipment was
stored and hollle meets held. Their present quarters are in the basement of the library
{t: next to the television lab. ·
.f t: The commotion started by the YMCA Spring Youth Program forced the
::;:::\ weightlifters to move their equipment to the Library Building.
:El: The old adage, "practice makes perfect'', best describes the performances of the
weightlifters during their powerlift meet in November and their Olympic meet held

:t t:

mtJ

;!Jt

0

!l :l:~l jlj :~e ~~e~errg~o~:~~e~h:i~:~u!~d !e~~!~ ~e:~~ :i:~: ~l~~:i~ ~TY~~~~c:i~:~~~~~n;~~

Il:l J

Park. With a bit more practice, the club is looking for that numer one spot in the next ·
state meet held May 1.
:It:
The following people compose the FTU Weightlifting Club. Because it is a club, }j@j
students from other schools and non-students can participate in its activities.
:f:t
. FARREL BYRD is a graduate from Edgewater High School and is vice-president of'
·the weightlifting club. The 19 year-old sophomore is in the 132 pound class and is a :ft
:_psychology major . . Byrd was introduced to weights while in the eiirhth grade but Ml
started intensive work with them in 1969. He holds the All-Teenage Award (state), as :l ?
well as the Olympic Weightlifting Award. In 1970 Byrd was awarded the College and t:t
Senior State Championship and the State Powerlift Championship. This year he was :l?
awarded the Senior Olympic and Collegiate Championship.
{f{
GEORGE REGEN is one of the newer members of the club. He comes to FTU from : Jt
Buffalo, New y ork, and used to wrestle in the Air Force. Regen carries a double major :Jj@
'in psychology and law enforcement, as well as a 3.0 average. He is 24 years old and is :J@!
in the 148 pound weight class.
:t t
GARY BOO is secretary of the weightlifting club. The 24 year old senior is a tt::
business major and a graduate of Winter Park High School. In 1964 he :entered the !fl:
Teenage State and in 1970 ~e became the College State Champion. "Boo is married.,

t:l

fII

llllll!lllll

(Continued on Next Page)

Wood's Racketeers Victorious
Tennis Teamhps SJC

fture
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Fourth Straight Win

Hy Mike Crites
·
Charlie Herring, Larry Whitacre, and Bruce Broussard df FTU scored
significant victories in a tennis tournament win over Seminole Junior
. Coll~ge. FTU s threesome gave the JG :~ ~\otts a 3-2 lead in the singles
competition, paving the way to a 5-2 triumph. FTUs winning streak now

NEWS
Members of the
weightlifting club will demonstrate
their talents in an open exhibition
tonight in the Village Center's Multi
Purpose Room from 7 pm to 8 pm.
The purpose of this exhibition to
give Tech students a closer look at
the various lifts involved in the
weightlifting sport.
Casey ,Viatore, Mr. USA, will
make a special guest appearance
and will explain the difference
between weightlifting and body
building. Admission to the
exhibition is free and all students
are welcome to attend for a fine
hour of exhib itional weightlifting.

EDGEWOOD SPORT CENTER lie.
5107 E. COLONIAL DRIVE
273-3373
Station~

(Across from Highway Patrol

Central Florida's: Largest
Aqua-Lung Dealership & Pro-Shop

Day, Night, & Private Classes
All Equipment Furnished

National & International
Certification Offered
For Info Call:
Jim Hollis at 273-3373
Only M~ster Instructor
h1 .Florida

Authorized Dealers For

U.S. DIVERS
DACOR
SWIM MASTER
& OTHER BRANDS

st~~~s; ; ;ii e

Herring had a plagued Don I:£odg~ins as he lost .
· ll
d
tch H
·Tennessee Uruvers1ty graduate Bill
f antastica
y .goo. ma . . e,,was a Monan.
.
very . convincing wmner,
I?r.
With the victory, FTUs record
Alexander }Vood, FTU.s c?ach said. pushed above the .500 level to 4-3.
Wood attributed H~rnng s success The Knights travel to Boca Raton
to ~ very effecti~e backhand. on Friday to challenge Florida
Herrmg defeated SJC s ED Moruu:ch Atlantic University. FAU has given
with two sets of 6-1, after dropping preliminary indications that they
the .first set by the same score . .may default the match due to a
Herring has a 5-2 overall record.
possible folding of the team.
Larry W~itacre re_mained
Fornextyear'steamWoodhopes
undefeated this seaswea with a 6-0 to recruit two or three experienced
record by sweeping Dick Meyer of playrs. The entire FTU team will
SJC, 6 -2 and 6-1. Wood commented return next year.
that Whitacre "played very well."
Knight Bruce Broussard swept
Raider Fred Mark with sets of 6-2
and 6-4. Ralph Stone of FTU won .
the first set from Carl Bierau of SJC
by a 6-2 count. Wood pointed out
that Stone "quit attacking," and
e~
lost the match on two sets of 6-4.
"Bierau was consistent, steady; he
Wilson Gordon is the head
GOLFERS PLACE SECOND - the golf team at FTU placed second out-pushed him (Stone)," added lifeguard at FTUs swimming pool.
in a tri-meet played last Friday. Valencia Junior College placed first, Wood. Bob Crawford of SJC took Under him there are seven male
Jim Kelahar on sets of 6-1, 3-6, and lifeguards and three females, each
while Tampa University came in third. Shown above, FTU golf~LMark 6-1 in the competitidn between the working about seven hours a day.
Stockwell demonstrates swing during this meet. (Photo by Jon Findell) number one players.
Over one-half of the lifeguards
Kelahar and Herring sharply have received their Water Safety
turned back Crawford and Bierau Instructor status, and all of them
with sets of 7-5 and 6-4. FTU have a Senior Life Saving status.
needed only one victory in the two Lifeguards at FTUs pool li;l"e Rick
doubles matches to clinch the Brandstetter, Bruce Broussard,
PCT.
AB
R
H
HR
SB
28
38
RBI SO
SB
PLAYER
G
tournament. Kelahar and Herring "Julian Ganoudis, Bruce Furnio,
42
11
12
1
0
4
7
14
2
.286
Gillis
13
2
gave FTU a decisive 4-2 lead. Stone Gary Gorman, Kathy Hancock, Jim
4
0
29
7
14
0
4
3
.483
0
2
Tuttle
10
and Whitacre wrapped up the meet Montgomery, and Gail Petersen,
.313
7
6
1
0
48
6
16
1
10
0
McCarty
12
0
.208
29
4
6 .2
0
1
6
5
Rodriguez
10
0
with a 6-1, 4-6, 6-1 decision over Christi Rudolph and Gary Vogel.
13
1
1
.255
51
4
1
0
6
12
2
Sirriani
14
Monarch and Meyer.
"We don't anticipate any
0
43
3
13
0
0
3
6
1
.302
Wilson
13
1J
The Knights avenged an earlier problems. Just about everyone can
.204
0
8
10
0
4
0
49
.. 4
0
5
Moorehead 13
defeat to the Raiders at Sanford. swim. We are just there for an
.046
0
22 ' 2
1
0
0
1
17
0
5
Spotts
8
"It is a good sign that. a team can extreme emergency," Gordon
~--~-~~~---~-~~~~~-~-~
- ~-~-~-~-~
- ~-~·~
· ~-~==~~,· · oome b~k. T~ difference was~~~in~.
'obvious. Our men have been
Gordon has worked as a lifeguard
don't see
you want,
· training and practicing, and for two years. He is a senior
ask for 1t!
Seminole has not." Wood secondary education major
. summarized his impressions of the specializing in history. Last summer
;!tournament. "I'm quite happy. It Gordon worked as the head
reallymakesmefeelgood."
lifegu~ard
at the Chuluota
' Emma Spencer, SJC's coach, gave Community Club. He had
.
. no comment to a question ·previously worked as a dorm fat~er
Ovluk
·" concerning FTU's playing at the Sanford Naval Academy high
condition. She · had little to say school. Gordon teaches 50 hours of
P. 0. BOX 248 • OVIEDO, FLORIDA 32765
· except that FTU had a good team free instruction for the Red Cross
and that there were no excuses: during the summer.
-Five - minutes north of ~.T.U.
, "We have the· best junior college
FTU's pool is open to t~e
5 3272
player in Florida (Crawford). I faculty, staff, students.- and their
Member FDIC
Phone 36 , think he will win the state," immediate families. At a sponsored
' ··.
· ·-~ - - ... Spencersaid.
·party, guests of members of
· • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • e ! Wood lost to Raz Reed of the authorized clubs are allowed.
University of Miami in the recent
To enter ~e pool .s~ud~nts must
•
e Masters Tennis Tournament in St. surrender. thell" identificat10.n cards
'lh_~
•Petersburg. "I was not in and recei~e an FTl! wristband.
•
I
.
tournament shape or practice. Reed Up~:m leavmg they ~Ill return t~e
e played very well," Wood said. ~ns~ban~ and pick up their
•
hot cuban · · · · · · · · .75 • Nervousness according to Wood identrfication cards.
•
70
.
,
'
hot pastrami ... · · · ·
•
•
~
corned beef .... · · · .70 ..
•
DELICATESSEN•SANOWICM SMOP

p00 I GUardS
A11 LI•t savers
·

Baseball Statistics

ff JO~

W~at

THE~~BANK
. (o'21
of-

•

• '

•

Take • , out •
I
or eat W-1•th us ••

DE LI

•

HOUSE

•

Bar-B-Oue

•

beef or pork ......65
:
featuring
ham ..............60
,,
& h
65
e - SOUPS e SANDWICHES • SALADS ham c eese . . . . . .

HOMEMADE

:

,

:
STUDENT DISCOUNTS

- 24 hr. Air Fill Service -

Complete Service &

~ental

SEMORAN VILLAGE

A~OMA AT 436

WINTER PARK, FLORIDA

e

671-3181

:

New. Owners - Dana and Mike Winn

10 AM - 8 PM

e

•
•
•
•

:
:

e

·......•........ ..................
•

Jhis ad, when presented, is good for 2511! on our delicious hot cuban

:

~

:

e

Catch the 923!

ofo

11111rnrnrn~rnrnr1
The music you bought y~ur ~tereo FM set for.
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::::::::::::::::::::::: Weightlifting a competitive sport whose origin dates back to early:;:;:;:::
:}~}:~:~:~{:~:Greece, has be~n at FTU since 1969. Weightlifting club advisor, _Mike~:f~:~
:·:·:·:·:·:·:·:·:·:·:·:stone believes that club members have improved their lifting·:·:·:·:·
{:}ff~{:capabilities greatly since they joined the FTU league. The surrounding!:~:~:~:~
:::::::::::::::::::::::pictures show only a very small portion of action during state meets:::::::::
:;:;:;:;:;:;:;:;:;:;:;:held this season. Through the expressions on their faces, the spectator;:;:;:;::
;:;:;:;:;:;:;:;:;:;:;::can feel the deep concentration the weightlifter undergoes for that last:::::::;:

::~:~:~:~:~:f~:~:~:~:~

:·:·:·:·:·:·:·:·:·:·:·:·

:~:~:~:~:~:~:~:f~:~:~
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Golfers Take Second In Tampa-V JC Meet
The golf team of Florida Tech VJC are rated as one of the top
placed second in a tri-match against junior college teams in the state.
Tampa University and Valencia
FTU finished a close second with
Junior College last Friday.
a 323 total, while the University of
Led by former Boone High Tampa finished last with a 338.
.School standout Carter Murchison, Leading FTU were Richard Haase
Valencia won the match with a and Mike Utz who posted scores of
final total of 316. The Matadors of 78 and 79, respectively. Durry

u·

FTU Goldsox Lose Five
Due To Lack Of Pitchers

Howard tallied with an 82, and
Chuck Ludwig came in with an 84.
The golfers of FTU play
Seminole Junior · College and in
Titusville April 23 at the Royal
By LARRY McCORKLE
Oaks Golf and Country Club. The
After his team lost its fifth straight game, FTU baseball coach Jack
time for that meet is 1:30 pm.
Pantelias appropiately stated, "We are not playing good ball. Most of the
time we lose because we beat ourselves."

rnmm Hnot. reflec~tt.hetab1htthy tofththelateckamf. Sirianni once again stroked three
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Coach P~ntehas bas~ballers.
And at no tm:ie was thi~ more
a~parent than in Tue~day s game
with B~evard. Community College.
Starting pitcher . Mark Denno,
former Daytona Mainland ace, was
sailing along having allowed only
ft
· .
one run a er seven mmngs.
However, when Denno began to
t'
p t l · b
ht · Edd"
Bir~k· aWnhe aisB kroug Ldin t iet
ar s.
en ar s cou
no pu
out the fire Bob Dietz was
summoned to 'stop the Brevai·d
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Dietz
t.
l b was not
h h as
d
~ ec iye as nor_ma '. ~cause e a
Just pitched nme mnmgs the day
before. FTU coul? have ver~ well
e~caped fro~ this game with a
ff

l
next lost to St. Petersburg
Junior College by a 5-2 margin. St.
Pete's Rick Counts slammed two
triples and a double against FTU
pitching. In the previous
doubleheader between these two
t
C
t
II t d . h .ts
. eamlsd.. ounh s co ec e t ~ixl I d'
inc u 1ng a ome-run, a np e an
two doubles. Counts is being
.
·t d b
th
vigorous 1y recru1 e
y
e
_Pittsburgh Pirate~. Pitcher Bob
D. t
FTU' t
h 1"tt
h
ie z was
~ op
er as e
collected ~wo hits, scored a run,

an~~~ov~~l~~~~her~ext take on
Fl on"d a B'bl
· ht
1 e Co 11ege F n'd ay mg
at 7:30 pm at Tinker Field. On
Monday FTU hosts Sante Fe JC at
Tinker for a doubleheader. The first
game starts at 4 :30 pm

fture

From This••••••
Abandoned warehouse in Oviedo
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to catcher, 'Pantelias was
able to move Owen Moorehead to
first base, and put Allen Tuttle

II
••••• To T.his
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A PRO in the art of fishing is
President Charles N. Millican, who
believes in the old adage that a
man's best friend is his bait box.
Notwithstanding the rigors of the
office he has occupied since 1965,
the FTU chief administrator finds
an hour or so to don his fishing
@fl However, while attending Colonial , gear, hop into the boat tied to his
yardside dock on Goldenrod's Lake
Martha, and set out in pursuit of
relaxation.
Mute evidence of the lessons he
has learned through the years plus
luck, is the large, economy-size bass
which occupies a place of honor in
his campus office, and has served as
an icebreaker for more than one
visitor.
If President Millican has any
m::\llll
was a fishing secrets, he's not telling. He
does admit to trying very few new
one-man
against FTU as he gimmicks in his quest for the
elusive largemouth.
He's still waiting to hook the
t:t: pitchers gave up 13 bases on balls. twin
brother of that dandy on the
office wall.
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In Library Basen1enl
(Continued from 'Page 9)

has one child, and one on the way. He is in the 181 pound class.
HARVEY NEWTON graduated from Seabreeze High School in 1966 and served in
the Marine Corps for 1 112 years. Newton is a junior at Tech this year and is majoring in
·Psychology. He is 22 years old and lifts in the 242 pound class. Newton holds the
' 1970-71 Collegiate Championship, and holds all college records in his class.
DUANE SLEGEL is a Winter Park High graduate and is president of the club he
helped form in 1969. He holds the present bench press record set in the 1970 College
State Championship. Slegel is a psychology major at FTU and is a senior at the present
time. He is 24 years old and is in the 242 pound class.
JOHN ROUSE, the 21 year old super-heavyweight from Edgewater High plays a
double role in the FTU sports scene. His conflicting schedule shows that Rouse not
only presses weights but also plays a part in the wrestling team Rouse is the newest
member of the weightlifting club and is a physical education major. He is 21 years old
and lifts in the 242 and over class.
MIKE STONE graduated from Winter Haven High in 1966. He is the Men's resident
supervisor as well as advisor for the weightlifting club. Stone holds all collegiate state
records in the super heavy pound class in the club he helped start two years ago. He is
22 years old, holds a degree in zoology and is married.
OFF-CAMPUS TEAM MEMBERS
ED WEBBER is presentaly a junior at Bishop Moore High School. He is 15 years old
and lifts for FTU in the 123 pound class. He placed third in this year's Senior State
Championship.
KEVEN SCHNUR graduated from Bishop Moore High in 1968. He is 19 years old
and is in the 148 pound class. Schnur attended FTU until he ran into financial trouble.
He holds the position of treasurer for the weightlifters.
GLENN BYRD has been olympic lifting for FTU for one year. He is a graduate of
Edgewater High School and is married. Byrd is 23 years old and is in the 165 pound
class.
MIKE HATCHER majored in physical education before he graduated from FTU as a
member of the charter class. He is a graduate of Tavares High School and is presently
the county medical officer for Waterman Memorial Hospital. He is 24 years old,
married and lifts in the 165 pound class.
CARL WESSELS placed 1st in the State Teenage Championship in the 242 pound
class. He is 18 years old and is a graduate of Lyman High School.
MIKE HARMON graduated from Winter Park High School and presently attends
Seminole Junior College. He carries a double major in criminology and management,
with plans to attend FTU in the Fall. He is 22 years old and lifts in the 198 pound
class for FTU.
WRAY SCHNUR is a sophomore at Bishop Moore High School. He placed third in
the Tennage State Championship this year. He is 14 years old and is in the 165 pound
class.
.
h' d f
GIL SCHNUR is presently a junior at Bishop Moore High School and is the t rr o
the Schnur brothers that lift for FTU. He is 15 years old and is in the 148 pound class.

-. ---9: --- .Burger-a-go-go
Brpeze in for your favorite treat and
breeze out in a second. There's never
a crowd- waiting- at Burger Chef,
'cau~e we serve you FAST!

People on the go

Flori'• -Teclt
go BURGER CHEF
HWY. 17-92
1t

at Casselberry, Fla.
(across from Seminole Plaza).
Franchised nationwide by Burger Chef Systems. Indianapolis

PEOPLE ON THE GO, GO BURGER CHEF!
o
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(Continued from Page 1)

Jlnrribsrnpe

it, it will become the guideline for
all male Greeks.
However, compounding the
whole situation is the fact that the
IFC is in the middle of ratifying a
new constitution. In the old
·.1 constitution, the period of time for
new groups becoming recognized

'IF YOU WERE BORN TODA y:
· You have all the shrewdness of a
three-toed sloth. You have a test
next week which you will bomb.
Your breath is offensive,
particularly while you are awake.
Your mother swears you were a
mistake, and you need to change
your major. Have a nice day, clod.
AQUARIUS:

be divided between the artist and
the FTU Foundation. Richard
Cornell of instructional media wiff
(Continued from Page 1)
be auctioneer of the student art.
After the auction, a workshop for
elementary school children will be
presented from 3:30 to 4:30 pm, senate carries a great deal of weight
showing art techniques taught in by virtue of the fact that the vice
president is in charge of senate
grade school.
Saul Bellow, author, lecturer, and meetings. The president and vice
three-time National Book . Award· 'president are elected on separate ·
winner, will speak on creativity and tickets at Tech.
his writing at 8 pm Thursday in the · The last day for candidates to
Science Auditorium
.. petition for election is Monday,
A summary of the creativity with the voting following in two
program may take the form of a weeks.
movie at 8:15 pm in the Science
Auditorium, which will precede the
showing of "Butch Cassidy and the'
Sundance Kid."

CANO I DATES

fraternities is two quarters. In the
new constitution, presumably the
approved proposal will become law.
In addition to the five older
fraternities affected by the
outcome of the proposal are the
There has been a large, soaring,
three other locals already on.
black bird following you· for the
f
past week. It spells disaster. Don't'
campus, a ew nationals who want
to send expansion groups on the
look up, however, wltures have
FTU campus and an off-campus
been known to regurgitate when
group called Alpha Kappa Pi (Pi
they become frightened.
Kappa Alpha, nationally)
fISCES:
· · · f
··
~ You have no reason to wonder
I petitioning or campus recognition.
4
Resident Seer.
"I don't see any hassle for them,"
1why everything seems to happen to
· Stevens commented Wednesday. ·
Two elected senators from the
you. Get ahold of your moth'e r,
"Th ·
h
d
College of Business were
quickly. She has plans of leaving LEO:
eir ; ances ar; as goo . as
disqualified from voting in any
Don't you wish that your teeth anybody s :;- theres no ~uest1o_n
you. Listen to those in high places. were as white as the girl's sitting about that. Steve~s, dra~mg upon
senate elections this quarter
You should heed all warnings, but next to you in English? They can w~at he ~ad seen m the d1sc~ss1~ns
because they dropped below the
required number of class hours a
you will not.
be but not as long as they depend\' w 1th his proposed cr,1ter1a,
senator may take.
ARIES:
on' you to brush them. You're not meas~red the possible_ ~rogress of
Senators Raiford W. Ivey and
It's amazing to me that a person drinking enough milk, either, and AKPi. perhaps recognit1_on _by the .
of your standing in the community· wipe your feet before entering a IFC next week, colonization by
Robert M. Shakar, according to the
offlce of Student Affairs, are taking
could have done what the stars say room.
next fall and "up to the national"
TEACHING APPLICATIONS
you did, but the stars never lie.
regarding a charter.
less than 12 quarter hours this
(Kid a bit, but never lie.) My advice VIRGO: .
The group' which sent its
Senior year student teaching quarter, and since the constitution
is to drop out of school, quietly,
There will be a meteor ~how~r by • constitution simultaneously applications for fall quarter, 1971 of Student Government stipulates
and move to Idaho and grow beets. t~e .end of the mon~h w?ich will ~e l th r.o ugh IFC and
student; must be submitted to the College of that all senators must be taking at
d ff lt t 0
t
11
Education no later than today.
Chances are they will never suspect i icu_
sefe, has 1d wi yocculr m government channels, received a Application forms can be obtained least 12 quarter hours and be in
you, if you stay quiet. Oh yes, you t~e _nndd_le 0 t e . ay. our ove setback Tuesday when notified that in GC
.
good standing in the community, 310
must get rid of the one witness, but· life ,1s gomg to be hk; that. When! the SG committee requested
the two senators were disqualified
make it look like an accident, at all you re the hottest, shes asleep.
further changes in the submitted
SENATE FORUM
from voting.
costs.
LIBRA:
constitution.
Student Government Senators
TAURUS:
.You can't truly ,tell who your
If the group comes in under the will be available for a rap session
If they regain their hours by
· You· only think no one kdows friends. are, so don t try. ~o do old IFC constitution, which is due with students next Tuesday in the summer quarter their voting
you still subscribe to Walt Disney's you dthmk ~ou are, any;-ra~ · If you to be voted out Tuesday, they will Engineering Auditorium at 11 am. privileges shll be returned in full
Comics and Stories. I know, and I w~n er w _Y you cant eep any still have a two-quarter waiting They will meet with any interested standing. Until that time they are
just told the world. You may get friends, it's because you're a l period. If the group comes under students to talk over problems and not allowed any voice in the
some of your peers to believe that ' pompous ass, and your fingernails' the new constitution, this means a hear any suggestions or complaints. Senate, under the constitutional
reading Donald Duck is an are dirty. Give the Indians back possible wait of about a year, which
The senators hope to have a provisions. Neither Senators Ivey or
emotional release, but I happen to their sacred hunting ground, and Stevens explained as being "the larger turnout than the one at the Shakar were present at the Tuesday
know you don't read anything else move back to Poland.
same criteria the other fraternities last forum when only four students meeting when the announcement
to get ernotional from. Fess up, it's SCORPIO:
•
have gone through."
showed up.
was made, but Vice President
good:fo! the soul.
There will be an eclipse of a very
Also under the new constitution,
Richard Lancaster assured the
PERSONAL
GEMINi::
large asteriod and an unknown sun a group would have to have at least
Senate that he would inform the
GROWTH GROUP
This should be a great day for later this month. The ultimate 25 members to join the IFC. At the
senators of the decisions.
The Developmental Center is now
you. _If you play your cards right ·
.
.
IFC meeting Tuesday, it was
registering
students
who
would
like
you will be heralded as a true hero, result wll.l be. eit~er another! disclosed that the AKPi group
to participate in a personal growth
with a wreath and all. Chances are, earthquake m Cahforma! or a col? , "numbers about 17."
however, that you will blow the for yo~. The a~tual. ahgnment IS
"I don't think the administration group this quarter. The groups will
""hole thing with· your lack of tact. uncertain ~t this _ti.me, but the will go for a group getting emphasize relating to each other
Did anybody ever tell you that outcome will be defmite.
recognition so quickly," Stevens and increased self-awareness of the
you're a clod of the first degree?
SAGITTARIUS:
.
said. Still, he said, the IFC is here and now. Planned activities
CANCER:
Cha~ces a_re you will have a a p p r 0 v i n g
t h e A K Pi include many developed in
sensitivity, encounter and role-play
There ,is a warrant out for your· paternity sUit on your hands by recommendation.
arrest iOr molesting small children. Monday.
The mood of the IFC can be groups.
The group will first meet on
I know . you had no idea she was CAPRICC?RN: .
.
capsuled possibly in this sentence:
All student clubs and
only seven, but you will never get
You will receive a long distance the IFC wants all new Greek groups Tuesday, April 20, from 3 to 5 pm, organizations sanctioned by
the judge to believe that. It's a bit teleph~:rne ca~ from D_ay/tona Be~ch on the grounds that they will, as and continue every Tuesday and Student Government will make
hard for me to swallow, too. I'd s~metime this week, m connection others in the past have, fulfill the Thursday thereafter for five weeks. their ledgers available for an audit
~nterested persons may stop by by the Student Government Budget
think you would have noticed with the bash you attended last established criteria.
or call the Developmental Center_ Committee, in accordance with a
something before you finished. Will weekend. A quick hint : she~ mad
The rest of Stevens' proposal:
bill passed this week by the Senate.
you ever learn to control your· as he~l, and wants you to ~eep your
1 . The National Fraternity
-oThe audit clause is inside bill
animal passion?
I pronuse.
Colony mu st be a full member of
the Interfraternity Council, as
Auditions for the talent show 3-69, which is the bill concerning
defined in the IFC Constitution, take place Tuesday in the the allocation of funds to student
Article IV, Section 1, Subsection C. Engineering Auditorium at 8 pm. clubs from SG funds. Disagreement,
2. The - Fraternity must Applications are available in the in the form of an amendment,
reached the floor Tuesday, but was
participate in one effective rush Village Center office.
voted down. ·
with a pledge class of ten {10)
members.
3. The Fraternity shall have
attained a grade point average
equivalent to or above all men's
average. Until such time as the all
A "Reader's. Theatre" was presented Tuesday at noon by the FTU men's average can be computed the
Village Players in the Ichabod performance area between the Science Fraternity shall have a 2.3 grade
Building and the Theatre Tent. The reading was presented as a part of the point average or above ( 4=A) the
quarter before a National Charter is
Inter-Disciplinary Program, an effort in creativity by all FTU colleges.
issued.
Jack Hart, Cindy Cotton and
4. The Fraternity petitioning for
Barry Walters took the roles in two "So, living here, In the Year of Our
'iO-minute dramatic readings: James Word, 1970, I, Mason Williams, National Charter shall not be under
Thurber's "My Own Ten Rules for have a flavor, that is made up of suspension, have charge s pending,
3911 E. COLONIAL DRIVE
a Happy Marriage" and Mason many flavors. This reading will or involved as a defendant in
become a single ingredient in the serious judicial disciplinary action
Williams' verbal snapshots.
OPPOSITE HERNDON AIRPORT
One example of Thurber's ten flavor of others. Hope you like it." as determined by the faculty
committee
or
Fraternities.
rules is the eighth one. The ·
Williams goes through many
5. Each colony must have an
narrator, played oy Walters began: strange passages before drawing the
INTERVIEWING 1-3 P.M. & 7-8 P.M.
"And now for the juicy part, rule work to a close with John (Hart) active national alumnae associaton
eight."
saying: "I have discovered that a member act as a chapter advisor on
MONDAY - FRIDAY
Cotton portrayed the wife, total ways and means of National . Fraternity policies and
stating: "If your husband ceases to communicating is the most goals. This advisor shall be in
N"O PHONE CALLS
call you ... "
effective. That is why I use music, addition to the Faculty Advisor.
6. The Fraternity shall present
" ...'Sugarfoot' or 'Candy Eyes' or humor, vulgarity, shock, corniness,
TOP WAGES - DINNER SHIFT ONLY 'Cu tie Fudge Pie,' " the husband nothing and anything to present complete financial records, chapter
history, alumnae records,
(Hart) said.
ideas."
BENEFITS - SUNDAY OFF Wife: " ... the first year of your
Cotton played the role of Beth, membership roles, and a complete
marriage ... "
who concludes the presentation: list of projects and endeavors to be
. Narrator: " .. . it is not necessarily "Literally, the slogan-type two or undertaken in the next year to the
a sign that he has come to take you three line style of presenting an faculty committee on Fraternity
for granted or that he no longer idea I call verbal 'snapshots.' A affairs for final recommendation to
cares. Many a husband who once photographer takes several shots of the office of student affairs.
called his wife •.. "
a subject and selects the best one as
Husband: " ... 'Tender Mittens,' or representative of the subject. I take
'Taffy Ears,' or 'Rose Lips' ... "
verbal 'snapshots' of ideas, but I
(Continued from Page 1)
Narrator: " ... has become carry it one step less, I hand you
important and he wouldn't want the proof sheet, because the more
reports of his youthful frivolity to views you have the better you 11 am Thursday. Sculpture,
get around. If he doesn't call you understand the subject or point of paintings and other art forms will
be for sale, and money raised will
l)agmar when your name is Daisy, view."
you're sitting pretty."
..- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -....
The Mason Williams "Thing"
I
("thing" is the only word to
Licensed &
Qua I lty Work
II
describe his piece of literature) used
I•
(Guaranteed) PAINTING CONTRACTOR
the ch.a racters of Batry, John and
Bonded
Beth to express a feeling.
.Commercial & Residentlai
Williams states his purpose
277-0405
Free Estimates J
through Barry, played py Wa,lters:

Busines$ Senators
Lose Voting Power
For Hour Shortage

Campus

1·

~Glances

Club Budgets

Open To SG

Thurber, Williams
Readings Presented

---------------------------------------,ORLANDO'S .FIN~ST RESTAURANT
OPENING SOON

WILLOUGHBY'S

OPEN HEARTH RESTAURANT

1-D WEEK

Jim Van Horn

I
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